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INTROOOCTION 
Corn occupies from 25 to 30 percent of the crop land harTested in 
the United States. In recent years the acreage devoted to corn in this 
country has been decidedly greater than ~t deToted to any other cultl-
Tated crop. In 1944 1 ts dollar Talue exceeded the combined values of 
wheat, barley, rye, grain sorghums. and cotton. 
Although South Dakota lies on the northvestern fringe of the corn 
belt, the corn crop 1s one of the most important in that state. Corn 
production 1n that area 1a somewhat unstable because of drought. Corn 
often fails to reach full maturity before the tir•t frost ln the fall. 
This is partlcularl)" true wen fro at comes '1m seasonably early. 
An irrigation proJect bas been proposed tor the James R1 Ter 
Basin Area of South Dakota. It b a part of the Mieeouri RiTer Basin 
DeTeloJDent ProJect. The introduction of irrigation into t.his area 
can somewhat lessen the dangers of drought and earl;r frost. Moisture 
requirements of the corn crop can be met by proper water applications. 
In this va;r the threat of crop failure as a result of drought can be 
reduced. The corn maturity can be hastened through correct land 
ma.nagement and 1rrip.t1on practices. thus alleT1at1ng the danger of 
early' frost. 
Veey 11 ttle information 1e aTBilable regard.i.ng the ma.nagem.ent of 
corn grown under irrigation 1n the Northern Great Plains Region. The 
problems associated ~ith corn production are peculiar to that area. 
More complete info~t1on is needed concerning the specific needs of 
the corn erop in the James Ri'nlr Basin. 
The work reported here Shows some of ~ relationBb!ps between 
the de-velopaeut and growth ot corn and soil moisture aupp17. The 
objectives of the etud7 vera twofold: to determine the periods ot 
eorn develo:taent ln which abundant aohture ls moat erit1cal, and to 
detemine the effects of a limited moisture auppl7 at ftrioue ~h 
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a \ages upon the deTelopaent and production of J:o-'brid corn. The reaul ta 
of field and greenhouse atudiee are reported. 
In troduetion 
Soil 11101eture 1n!lueneee upon plant growth are of,en difficult to 
measure because ~ are tnseparab~ related to other growth factors, 
and beeauae of the dynamic characteristics of the plant and the environ-
ment in which the plant extsta. ~ attempts have been made to deter-
mine the effects of moisture and its availabtli~ upon plant development 
and associated processes. 
Effect .!m ph.yaiologr 
~ reports on the effects of moisture supply on plant proceeaes 
are man7• A few of the more important papers are here reviewed. Eaton 
and Ergle (9) have made a fairly comprehsnatn review on the influence 
of low moieture suppl.7 on the accumulation of carbohydrates in plants. 
hom their work they concluded that the graeeea in general appear to 
accumulate carbob;rd.rates when moisture 11mita growth. Drought appeared 
to depress carboh7drate utilisation to a greater extent than photo-
synthesis in the cotton plant. 
Miller (24), in studies with wtnter v'heat. found that below 
certain moisture levela the rate of photoqntheaia seemed to be reduced 
progreasi'ft]J' wtth dedccation. Verduin and Loomis (42) found C02 
abaorbed b)" wilted corn leavea to anl'88e 'J7 percent of that abaor-.,.d 
lr,r turgid leaves. 
Grandfield (12) noted rapid accumulations of carbohydrate reserves 
in roota of alfalfa making 11mited growth because of low moieture aupp~. 
'!'hat is, accumulation e:z:ceeded utilization. He further atated that the 
increaae in carbohydrates and nitrogen in buds was closely associated 
with reduction in free water. Willard (48), working vith alfalfa, 
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found periods of drought to be associated with unusual increases in the 
dr,y weight of the roots. Wadleigh and AYers (43), in growing red kidney 
beans, found that high soil moisture tension caused a decrease in the 
starch content in the leaves but had no effect on the content of either 
the reducing or non-reducing sugars. They found that increased soil 
moisture stress greatly increased the nitrate content in the plant. The 
soluble organic nitrogen increased to a lesser degreei a1 a result the 
ratio of nitrate to eoluble organic nitrogen increased. 
Emmert (10), in studies vith tomato plants, found that limited 
moillture availability reduced uptake of ni tratee but reduced their 
utili~tion even more, so that there was an accumulation of nitrates 
in the plant. This reduced utili%ation may have resulted from a de-
crease in phosphate percentage. He found phosphate content laver in 
plants grovn in dry aoil, apparently resulting from a lack .of avail-
ability of phosphorus in the dr,y soil. 
Wadleigh and Richards (36) pointed out that for a given level of 
soil fert111 ty, decreasing moi s tur.e supply vas anocia\ed vi th a detini te 
inoreaee in nitrogen content of the plant tiasue. A definiie decrease 
in po\ass1um content, and a variable effect on the conhnt of phoaphorus, 
calcium, and magneaium was associated with decreasing moiature supply. 
In reporting 1tudiee vi th barley grow in sand cul turee, Ratner (2?) 
observed that with adequate moiature, high nutrient supplies reaul ted 
in excessive uptake of minerals b.1 the roots. He concluded that re-
stricting the vater results 1n a change in the colloidal properties of 
the root tissues which inhibits the excessive absorption of minerale. 
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Effect ~ germination 
Several authors are quite in agreement on seed germination re-
quirementa (2, 8, 1?, 38). The effect of increased soil moisture stress 
is to delay the time required for germination and to reduce the percentage 
o! seeds germinating, If stress is a result of high concentration of 
sal~. reduced germination may be due to toxicity of specific ions (38). 
Onion seeds planted in fine, sandy loam soil {field capacity 20 percent, 
wilting percentage of 5.8) were unimpaired in percent germination with 
a moisture level of 8.2 percent. This moisture level slightly delayed 
emergence, however (2). Moisture levels of ?.2 and 6,1 percent decided-
ly decreased percent germination as well as delaying time of emergence. 
Other work has borne out these findings, except that the seeds of some 
crop plants germinate at higher soil moiature stress than others (8). 
Several of the crops, including cabbage, sunflower, sweet corn, turnip 
and radish, appeared to germinate at moisture percentages elightly below 
-
the reported wilting percentage. Hunter and Erickson (1?) concluded 
that in order for seeds to germinate, each species has to attain a 
specific moisture content. The minimum moisture content for germin-
ation as found in this experiment was approximately 30.5 percent for 
corn, 26.5 percent for rice, 50.0 percent for soybeans, and Jl.O per-
cent for gugar beet seeds. They found thAt the soil must be maintained 
at a moisture tension of not more than 12.5 atmospheres to germinate 
corn kernels, ?.9 atmospheres for rice, 6.6 atmospheres for aoybeans, 
and 3.5 atmospheres for segmented sugar beet seed. 
Moieture availability ~ ulant growth 
Movement of water 1n soil at a moisture content below field 
capacity is extremely slow. Probably water Yill not move more than 
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a fev centimeters toward the plant roots in quantity or at a sufficient-
ly rapid rate to be of practical benefit. There appears to be little 
flow of liquid water at tensions greater than one atmosphere, and with 
moderate gradients of the moisture potential. Considerable soil 
moisture probably beeomes available as the roots come in contact vith 
1t as a result of their elongation through the soil (19, 26). 
Weaver (46) found the volume, but not necessarily the weight of 
corn roots in a dry soil to be almost twice that of roots in a moist 
soil. Shank (30) found the top : root r a tio in hybrid corn to be 
practically unchanged in the moisture range between field capacity and 
permanent wilting percentage. He observed that top growth increased 
in relation to the roots at moisture levels above field capacity. 
A constitution theory has been advanced by Baumann (3). His 
studies in water supply to crop plants showed the possibility of equally 
high yields in spite of different water supply. The water requirement 
of the plant during the whole growth period depends on the water supply 
to which the plant adapts itself during the early growth stQ€e. Thus, 
the plant might be capable of adapting to a relatively zerophytic or 
hydrophytic constitution. 
Van der Paauw (39) concluded that the rate of growth in length of 
lea-res of oats wae 11 t tle influenced by moisture supply. This seems 
to be in disagreement to the result IBvh (6) obtained in growing corn. 
Davis found that growth of leaves was •loved by decreasing moisture 
ava11ab1li ty. Similar results were obtained vi th cotton plants by 
Wadleigh and Ge.uch (44). They found that leaf elongation virtually 
ceased at high soil moisture stress. Growth resumed Yhen the stress 
vas lowered by irrigation. •Rate of change in leaf length decreased 
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in a straight line relationship with ~creased soil moisture atreaa.• 
Henrie! (16) made obserTatione on alfalfa crops 1n the semi-arid 
parts of South Atr1ca. !he plants are in a state of incipient d171n« 
or of water def!oienq, except durin& the rai~ periods. 'fhey do not 
ehow eigne of wilting, how~er. Incipient drT1n8 with subsequent 
recovery occurs every varm day unless the crops are irrigated. He 
obeerTed that if thie process continues tn a soil with insufficient 
moiature, death will ulttmatel;r occur. 
Rape! ~ availabilit[ 
Teihmqer and Hendrickson (4o, 41) have carried out rather ex-
tensive studies on the availability of soil moisture between field 
capacity and permanent viltin& per"Cen~e. !hey han concluded that 
the soil moisture within th11 range for all practical purposes, is 
equally aft.Uable to the plant. Somewhat ebd.lar findings have alao 
been reported by others (22). 
Wadleigh and Richard• (36) :point out that more oemotic work is 
required for the entry of water into a plant when the water is re-
strained by a force of 15 atmoepheres than vhen 1 t is restrained by a 
force of 0.1 atmospheres. 
The greatest part of the available water h removed from the soil 
before there is an appreciable moisture atreee increase. This is due 
to the hyperbolic nature of the relation between moisture content and 
moisture retention in a aotl. Thia ~ in part explain the difference 
between conclustona drawn by Veibmeyer and Hendrickson and the f1nd1ng8 
of othere (1, 7, 19, 2J, J4, 45). 
Dolgov (7) determined soil mohture aYailab!lity to the plant by 
measuring the rate of tra.nspiration of oat plants. He found that 
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transpiration vas greatest at field capacity and decreased to a minimum 
at the wilting point. Taylor (J4) found a straight line relationship 
between plant growth and mean integrated aoil moisture tension (J5) 
using augar beets, alfalfa and po\atoes. Yields decreased un1forml7 
as the mean integrated soil moisture strees increased from 0 to 4 atmos-
pheres. Wadleigh and Gauch (44} JDea.sured the rate of leaf elongation 
on cot~n plants as affected by soil moisture stress. They found that 
the rate o! change in leaf length decreased in a straight line relation-
ship vi th increased soil moisture stress. Growth of the plant was 
checked by a turgor deficit before any visible sign of wilting appeared. 
Similarly, Furr and Reeve (11) found that ~he rate of elongation of the 
central etem of the sunflower plant continuously decreased as the soil 
moleture vas depleted from moleture equivalent to the vil ting percentage. 
Elongation ceased at approximately the soil mob.ture content they 
identified as the first pel'111anent wilting percentage. Later studies 
were made by :Blair, Richards and Campbell (4) with dwarf sunflowers on 
six soils. Their work indicated that the rate of stem elongation vas 
markedly' reduced before hal! of the available soil moisture was depleted. 
!he rate of stem elongation dropped to zero during extraction of the 
laat quarter of the available water before attainment of the permanent 
wilting percentage. Xeiaselbaeh (20) found that no more water vas 
transpired by corn plants of the same percentage growing in vet soil 
than b;y those growing in much dryer soil. This was true provided that 
t.he soU waa not eo dry that the plants wilted. tees water was used in 
producing a given dry weight on soil containing the amaller amount of 
water. The decrease in yield vas proportionately greater, however. 
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Growth stages 
Until recently the effects of moisture on plant growth at various 
st88ee of deTelopment have been studied only to a 11m1 ted degree. 
Harris (14) did some work with wheat in ~914, Wlin,g three stages o! 
gowth with a high and a low moisture level maintained. Concerning 
his moisture levels, l"r8lller (19) points out: 
Numerous attempts haTe been made to grow plants at 
Tarious moisture contents between field capacity and per-
m.anent wilUn& percentage. It is impossible to hal! wet a 
soil, however, and it appears practically impossible to 
permanently maintain any intermediate moisture contents. 
I! insufficient water is added to a soil mass to vet it 
all to the field capac! ty, a part of 1 t will be wetted to 
the field capacity and the remainder will remain unaffected. 
In some studies with oats, Van dar Paauw (39) found that dro~t 
occurring 11eomparat1Tel.y early• had the greatest effect. on the straw 
yield. Drought beginning later had the most pronounced effect on the 
grain yield. Most serious damage on the grain occurred when drought 
preTa1led 1n the period just before or during emergence of the panicle. 
Haddock ( 13), in his work with sugar beets, concluded that the 
total amount of irrigation vater required to produce a crop of aupr 
beats in Utah ~ be of less importance than the time at which the water 
is applied. He found that the most important time to keep beets groving 
actiT~ly, if there 1s a critical time in Utah, appears to be before 
August. .. 
The effects of Tarying moi&ture supply on the corn plant at. 
different gro'rih periods were studied in pots by Miller and Duley (2.5). 
'l'b.ey found that the moisture eupply from the time the plants set their 
ninth leaves until about tasseling had the greateat effect upon the 
total dry ve1ght of the plant. Plants stunted by minimum moisture supply 
during the tirat stage, or until the ninth lea.Tes vera sat, vera able to 
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recOTer. Time of maturit.;r wae somnhat prol~, hoWTer. tov 
moie~ure caused greater roo~ growth in relation " ~he tops than did 
op~imam moie~ure in all periods. OpUIIUID moiature in ti1e third atage, 
from taasellng ~o ~~aturi ty bJ'OU8ht abou~ oonddel'&bl.7 greater pro-
duction of grain than did low moisture. 'l'he effect of moisture leTel 
on ear production vas somewhat l•s• in the aeoond period and appreciably 
less in the firat period ot growth. 
neaselbac:h (21) found that the V8J' in ~ch corn plant• re-
8J)Onded to d.rough~ depended upon the stage of growth in which the 
molaWJ'e defic1enc;:r occurred. Se..-ere early drought resulted in atun\ed 
plant she e.nd delqed ail.king in relation to time of taeaell~~g. Solie 
plants failed to lllk and taaaela wre often pa.rtial]Jr or caa.pleteq 
sterile. If va\er depletion ocCU1"8 after polllnaUon, \he ea.ra Jll8l' 
ahor~en by drying back froa the tips. 
Rove and Rhoadea1 han reported aom.e ra~her detailed atud1ea on 
irrigation practicea for corn production in relaU.an to stage of plant 
de..-elop~en~. '!'heir axperillental work vas conduatecl in western llebraaka 
on a Mpp Tery fine sandy loa~~ aoll with about 7.2 lnchee of rainfall 
grovi.Dg aeaeon gan max11na corn yield. Leas than \hree irrlga~iODs 
vera lnadequa~. !'hq reported tha~ adequate motature 8'ttppq w.a 
eaaentlal during taasellnc and ailld.ng s~s. Singleton (31) 
allPhaeised the importance o! an abundant .uppl.7 of soil aolatare dUJ1.Jig 
\he time of taaaeltn& and a1l.k:S.ng. 
Rob1na and Doalngo (29) found that moisture depletion to near the 
vilUng percen~ during the taaaellDg and pollination period brought 
1. Irri«aUOJl prac~lce for oorn production in relation \o atage of 
plan~ deTe~t. Unpublished report. 
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about marked yield reductions. SUCh a water deficit occurring for one 
or two ~~ caused a 22 percent Tield re4uct1on. 1'he defic1 t occur-
ring over a dx to eight dq period caused a 7leld reduction ot about 
50 percent. They reported that absence of available va\er after the 
tasseling and silldng period reduced 7ielda 1n relation to the ma.turi ty 
of the grain. Water dei'1oi \a 1n growth a\a&ea before tasseling caused 
stunting o! grovth a.nd retarded develo}IDent. 
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Description 9.! area 
The Bureau of Reclamation Irrigation DeTelopnent larm, on which 
thie experiment vas conducted, is located 1n Spink County, South ~ta, 
appro:d.ma.tely eeven miles east of the \own of Redfield, the county seat. 
The farm 1s about 86 miles east and 21 miles north of a point 1n the 
center of the state. 
The principal drainage feature of the area is the James River, 
which runs within one half mile of the farm. It is from this river that 
the water required for irrigating the farm is pumped. The farm 1e on a 
higher elevation than the river flood plain and ~s relatively flat. 
Spink County occurs on the western edge of the Chernozem region; 
the zonal soils here are considered to be Chernozems. Due to the flat-
ness of the topography JD8JlY 1ntrazonal, aolonetz soils occur. '!'he soil 
on which the experiment was conducted is a Beotia silt loam, minimal 
profile (47). It is a well drained, sonal soil, developed in laminated 
lacuatrine 811 ta and cl.qs, and found on nearly level to undula tlng 
topogra~ in the Lake Dakota Basin. 
'l'he term minima.l aa here used refers to a profile which 
is young from the atandpo1nt of soil formation. Although 
some water haa been leached through the profile, the main 
reaul t has been the removal of only the moat soluble con-
aU~enta d.ovn to the horizon of lime aeClllllul.ation (47). 
The A horizon (o-6 11 ) when dry is dark grq to dark grqiah-brown, 
very- friable and noncaleareous. 
The ~ horizon (16-23•) 1s light brownish-gray to light yellowish-
brown when dry, veey friable, non-calcareous e1lt loam of weakly 
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deTeloped medium priematie priJIIS.l7 structure breaking to moderately 
well developed eoaree granul.a.r structure. The Cea (2:3-56") 1B pale 
yellow, Tel7 friable, calcareous eilt loam of veakl7 developed medium 
granular structure. The ;6-66 11 depth is veey friable ealeareoue silt 
loam of moderate]¥ vell deTeloped medium lam1na.tions. 
Analyses characterising Beotia silt loam are presented in tables 
2, 3. and 4. Further analyaes of the soil of the field used for these 
experiments are shown 1n table 1. These analyses differ slightly from 
those shown in tables 2, 3, and 4, dnee the latter characterize the 
soil generally, and table 1 shows the analyses of a spee1f1e field. 
Table 1. Some chemical and p~sical analyeee characterizing Beotia 
ail t loam in field nUIIlber 5, Redfield Development hrm, 
South ~ta• 
Saturation percentage 
pH paste 
saturated extract 
Available potaeeilDl 
52 percent 
5.9 
6.1 
800 lb./acre 
• Ana]¥see run by South Dakota State Soil '!'eating Laboratory. 
Climatlg eopd1tions 
Except for a low of 32° on May 18, the 1952 growing season opened 
on A,pril 10. The last two weeks of APril were veey warm, causing rather 
high soil temperatures and rapid emergence of crops planted at that 
time. 0 Soil temperaturea at the 6• depth as high ae 58 "1. were recorded 
in earl7 Ma1'. ~ air temperature dropped to 32° on September 19, but 
growth of all crops continued until maturity or until a hard freese on 
October 3. 
All months of the growing season except June were below aTerage in 
preclpi tat1on. This eondl tion of low rainfall m&de ideal eond1 tiona 
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Tal!le 2. Chemical analyaie of ~eotia ailt loam, deep 
Salta Total 
Hori•on lru.reau pH Carbon- Exchange 
and Cup paste a.tes Capacity 
Depth Percent Peroen\ me/100 gm 
Al 0..10 1 .0:3 ?.0 o.o 24.)6 
~ lo-16• .OJ ?.O o.o 22.30 
»,. 16-2)1 .04 ?.3 o.o 21.85 
~0& 2J-,S6• • OJ 8.2 20.)0 •• 
02 S6-66• • 09 8.2 18.86 •• 
*Calcareous eamplea, cations not detel'lllined. 
•*1'1gurea unavailable. 
ao1um m1n1mal, from Spink County, South Dakota, 1949 
Exchangeable Cations Soluble Cations 
me per 100 grame me per 100 grams 
Ca )f,g Na X B lla I 
1?.89 4.92 0.10 1.20 0.2 o.1? 0.:33 
1S.S7 ,.81 0.10 .82 •• 0.1? 0.14 
14.85 6.18 o.24 • .58 •• 0.09 0.09 
• • o.61 •• •• 0.26 o.04 
• • o.ol •• •• 1.JO o.o:3 
Anal1'st: G. ~. Lee, .Agronorq Department, South Dakota State College, :Broold.~, South 1Alko\a. 
South Dakota Soil number 49-SD-.58-4. 
Table ). Mechanical a.nalyaia and organic carbon ot :Beot1a dlt loam, deep eolum minima.l from Sp1Dk Ooun~, 
South Dalto\&, 1949 
§i•l g"llll InA siami~IE Q' ~~,glll (ail Other Olaaaea 
Very Ve17 M.Uua 
Organic Coarse Ooaree Me41Uil Fine line and J'lne 
Horizon and Carbon Sand Sand Sand Sand Sand Silt Cl~ Silt 
Depth Percent 2-1 1-0 • .5 o • .s-0.2.5 0.25-0.1 o.1-o.os o.o.s-o.oo2 <0.002 0.02-0.002 ) 2 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ 0..10 1 2.9.5 o.) o.6 0,2 1.0 7.1 66.5 24,) )2.5 0 
~ 1o-16 11 1,,50 0.2 0,2 0,2 0,7 a.J 6.5.1 2.5.J J2,1 0 
B]. 16-231 0.90 o.o o.o o.o 0.4 6,1 70.0 23 • .5 ).5.8 0 
<i.oa 23-56 • 0,29 o.o o.o o.o 0,2 3.6 81.8 14.4 41.0 0 
02 ~66· 0,2.5 o.o o.o o.o 0,4 4.9 ao.s 14,2 4),0 .5 
Analyat: Soila I.aborato17, JN.reau of Plant Indust17, .Soils and Agrlaul.tural. Engineering, BelteT1lle, 
MarT land. 
South Dato\a soil number 49-SD-.58-4 
Table 4. Physical properties and aoil organic matter of »eotia ailt loam, deep aolum, medial, 19.50 
Moisture 100 em ~ ~ 
Hor11on and. :Bulk Jaqu1Ta.lent 1/'J atmoa. 15 atmoe. water Organic !'otal Oarbon/N1trogen 
Depth Density (~ H20) (~ H2o) (~ H20) (~ R20) Carbon lUtrogen ratio 
Al o-8• 1.20 28.9 'JS.8 14.2 46.6 2.).5 0.204 11.5 
~ s-u• 1.26 26.1 )1.2 14.9 41.) l.O'J o.117 8.8 
~ 11-16• 1.49 28.5 )).2 16.4 4Q • .s 0.89 0.106 8.4 
:8:3 lf>.21 11 1.28 2?.6 'JJ.? 1.3.5 42.4 O.?S o.o86 B.? 
cl~ 2]...)1 11 1 • .38 27.9 )).4 1.3.8 41.0 0.28 0.0.35 8.o 
cl Jl-46• l.Jl J?.4 4J.? 16.5 51.) o.)l o.oJ8 8.2 
021 46-60" l.'Jl 4.3.7 52.0 1?.6 59.6 0.2.5 o.o;4 7.4 
c22 6o-ao• 1.)2 4.).2 51.7 )2.2 59.5 0.19 o.o:n 5.1 
Analyatr J • R, McHen17, Soil taborator;r, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural lngineering. 
South Dakota aoil nuaber B-5<>-SD-.5~(1-9). 
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for a study such as the one here reported. !he groviDg aeaaon vas 
about normal as to temperature except for the warm earl7 aprl.ng. A 
e'WDitlary of the weather information at Redfield for 1952, complled fi'CIIIIl 
climatological data (.3?) 1a presen'-<1 in table .5. 
'!'able .5. Climatic uuumar,y for Redfield, Sou\h Dakota, April throll8h 
October, 1952 
Pnc!:ei!.l tlon MMn :•otra ture 
Month 1952 so 7e&r Departure 1952 so 7eal' Departure 
Anra,ge !Tom ATerage ATer&en J'rom ATe~ 
April 0.22 1.9? -1.?.5 48.2 45.7 2.5 
May o.S9 2.62 -2.0) 56.5 51.5 -1.0 
June 5.92 3.2? +2.6S 69.4 67.2 2.2 
July 0.97 2.)6 -1.39 ?1.4 n.s -2.1 
August 1.38 2.53 -1.1.5 69.4 11.4 -2.0 
September o.05 1.68 -1.63 64.2 61.4 2.8 
October o.o 1.25 -1.25 44.3 48.5 -4.2 
'l'otal 9.1) 15.68 -6.55 
'.l!he bright, warm ~s \broughout ~. June, Jul.7, aDd .AllgU8t were 
faTorable for the deTelopment of corn. Al thollgh temperahree vere not 
aboTe normal for the season ae a whole, they were ellghtJ.7 aboTe for 
June and September. These ~o months usuallY are the moat critical for 
corn deTelopnen t in South Dakota. Consequen tl7, corn vas tully m.atured 
by' about the tenth of September. 
A field experiment vae set out 1n a randomized block design us1Dg 
four replications. The plots were three ron (9 feet) vide, and ran tile 
full length of the field, about 200 teet. J:lght plots in each block 
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vere ae~ e1de b7 side v1 thin the block. Four replications were set 
side b7 side 1n the expenmen ~. An extra border row vas put on each 
side. The entire experiMent covered an area JOO feet wide by 200 feet 
long. 
There vas an abundant moisture suppq throughout the Month of 
June, consequentl;r it waa impossible to impose a:rJ.7 moisture differential 
between the corn plots until the second week in July. Two moisture 
levels were planned: (1) Moiature 1n the root zone kept below tvo 
atmospheres tension (hereafter referred to as ~· moisture level); and 
(2) moieture tension in the root zone allowed to reach approximately 
ten atmospheres before irrigating (hereafter referred to as •o• moisture 
leTel). 
The p~aiologieal development of the corn plant was divided into 
three stages for the purposes o! ~his experiment. These a\ages were: 
(1) Early tasseling to "brown silk1 or until kamela juet began to fill; 
(2) brollll silk to early roasting ear (21); and (J) early roaeting ear 
to ma tur1 ty. 
The moisture treatments used are presented 1n table 6 showing the 
combinations of stage of growth and moisture level. 
An adapted variety of hybrid corn, recommended for the Spink 
County area, vas chosen for the experiment. The corn, Funk's o-6, vas 
plan ted w1 th a :lour-rov corn planter 1n rova :36 inches apart on May 1:3, 
19.52. The planter vae set to place the seed. eight inches apart in the 
rov. It vas planned to thin the stand later to allow about 12 inches 
between plants, but this was fotmd unnecessary. The stand obtained was 
about 14,.500 plants per acre. 
All plots were side dressed with ammonium nitrate fertilizer at 
a rate of .50 pounds nitrogen per acre at ~he time of second eultiTa.Uon, 
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Table 6. Moisture treatments at three sta&ee of growth used in field 
experiment w1 th b1'br1d corn 
High moisture Lov mo 1a ture Moisture le"f'el through 
Treatment through through Sta&e Stage Stage 
No. growth stages grovth a!agea 1 2 3 
1 1, 2, J None M* M M 
2 1. 2 J M M o• 
J 1, J 2 M 0 M 
4 1 2, J M 0 0 
s 2, J 1 0 M M 
6 2 1, J 0 M 0 
7 J 1, 2 0 0 M 
8 Hone 1, 2, ) 0 0 0 
• M - high moisture level. 0- 1ov moisture le"f'el. 
vhen the corn was about tvo feet high. This was done to insure 
adequate and uniform ferUU ty throui;hout the experiment, Corn grovn 
on ~e farm has consistently failed to respond to applica tion of 
phosphate fertilizer; consequently, 1 t vaa aasamed that the a"f'ailable 
soil phosphorus vas adequate tor maximum growth. 
Moisture control ~ irrigation 
1 Fiberglass electrical resistance unite were installed 1n all 
plots of two replications, !he7 vere placed in the corn rows at 9•, 
18•, and 27• depths. The resistance readings of these UD1 ta were re-
corded periodically, using the Berlteley Scientific Oompa117 adel JOO 
Ohmater. Because of the unreliab111~ of these moisture block data, 
they are not included ln this paper. The "f'B.rtab111 'ty 1n readinge 
l. Un1 h de"f'eloped 'b7 :E. A, Coleman, Oalifornla forest and Ban«e 
Experbumt Station, 
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between plo\e and the unrellabillV of the readings made these units 
uneatisfac\ory for determining the need for irrigation. 'l'hus, other 
means had to be used. Corn fields on Ule farm were using water at the 
rate of about 0.2 inches per dq. It vas estimated that about 2 to 
2 • .5 lnehes of water were applied per irrigation. Irrigations were made 
a:pproximahly weekly. On this bash the soil reservoir could be kept 
full eno~ \o insure an adequate moisture supply for the gnnrtng crop. 
Periodic checks of the soil confirmed these assumptions. 
A moieture differential vas imposed from July 16 until the grain 
~ -
was approximately mature. The irrigations were made to correspond w1 th 
the grovth a \ages. Thus, on August 5, \he beginning of the eecond or 
brown silk to earl;r roasting ear ·~· trea1imenh 1, 2, 5, and 6 were 
irrigated. Only treatments 1 throU&]l 4 had been irrigated through the 
first period. Appearance of the experi.lDent and the mode of irrigation 
is illustrated in fl~e 1. 
!l!le da\es of irrigation of the ~rious treatments are presented 
in \able 7. Treatments 7 and 8 were g1Ten a Ter,y light applica tion of 
water on August 5 to preTent complete loss of the crop. Sufficient 
moisture was stored by the September J irrigation to earr,y the crop to 
maturl~. 
On August 6, counts were made on all plots to determine what pel'-
centaga of silks were mature. Number of brown silks per 50 plants in 
each plot was recorded. 
HarTest 
All plots were ha.r\'es\84 on September )0. The center row of each 
plot was used for yield determinations. Two sections of row eaCh 60 
feet long were picked, on.e \ovard the top of the row, the other toward 
Figure 1. View of field experiment and method of irrigation, 
Redfield, South Dakota , 1952. 
the bottom. The purpose of harvesting these two sections of row was 
to de,ect ~ possible moisture differential between the top and the 
bottom of the row. 
Yields were calculated as bushels of shelled corn per acre at 15 
percent moisture on the basis of 56 pounds shelled corn per bushel. 
Counts were made on the number of ears harvested from each plot. 
Moisture content of the ear corn was also determined. A representa-
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tlve sample of 10 ears from each 60-foot plot was selected, and a 1-ineh 
thick aeet1on was taken from each ear for the moisture determinations. 
These samples were weighed 1mmed1atel~. then later dried at 65°C. for 
48 hours. The moisture content vas ealculated as percent water in the 
ear corn. 
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Table ?. Dates of irriga tion of various treatments in field corn 
arperiment, 1952 
Treat- Moisture levels 
ment at growth stages Date of irrigation 
No, 1, 2, & ), resp, 
1 M M M July 16, 24, 29 August .5. 12, 20 Sept. J 
2 M M 0 n I II II 
" " " " 
J M 0 }.{ II II If II " " 
4 M 0 0 
" " " 
II 
.5 0 M M " " • " • 
6 0 M 0 II II • 
7 0 0 M AU8Ust .5 (light) 
" 
II 
8 0 0 0 August 5 (light) 
Twenty ears from each plot were used for determining shelling per-
centage, which was calculated as percent shelled corn in ear corn. 
Results 
Corn grew rapidly without benefit of irrigation during favorable 
growing conditions in the spring and early summer. Low moisture plots 
began to suffer from lack of sufficient moisture after the second week 
of July, however. Plant growth vas slowed and developnent retarded. 
By August 6th, two-thirds of the ears on high moisture plots had mature 
silks. On the other hand, just over one-third of the silks were browned 
on the low moisture :plots. The brown-silk counts taken are shown in 
table 8. 
Moieture content of the ear corn at harvest was used as an index 
to corn maturity. These data are presented in table 9. An analysis of 
the moisture data showed no difference between the two subplots within 
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Table 8. Number of brown silkB per 50 corn plants in TB..rious treat-
mente on August 6 
Moisture Treatment N\lllber of brow s1lke 
Level No, Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 Rep 4 ATera,ge 
R1gh 1 )5 31 37 24 32 
2 31 29 29 35 31 
3 33 44 4o 37 38 
4 36 34 25 29 31 
Average 34 J4 33 31 33 
low 5 16 3 5 34 14 
6 21 6 25 27 20 
7 22 8 15 28 18 
8 7 10 22 33 18 
Aver3€e 16 7 17 30 18 
each plot. The data in table 9 are averages of four replications in-
eluding two subplots in each plot. 
Table 9. Corn ma. turi ty, shown ae mo 1sture con tent of ear corn at 
harvest from Redfield field experiment. 1952 
Treatment J.foisture 
No. in in in in ear corn 
St, 1 St, 2 St, J ~ 
1 M M M 26,1 
2 M M 0 26,3 
3 M 0 M 24.7 
4 M 0 0 22,0 
5 0 M M 33.4 
6 0 M 0 29,8 
7 0 0 M 32,1 
8 0 0 0 26,2 
L. s. D. C.05) 5.4 
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A etathtieal analysis of these data, the r Talue of vhieh are 
presented in table 13, showed treatments to be significantly different 
at the one percent level (32). !he effect of moisture level in the 
I 
first stage was highly' algnificant. Corn harvested from treatments 1 
to 4 had an average moisture content of 24.0 percent, as compared to 
30.4 percent in that from trea.taaente s to e. In other words, high 
moisture in the first sta&e of growth hastened maturity. On the other 
hand, maturity vas delayed by high moieture level in the third stft8e, 
The average moisture contents of the corn from the M and the 0 plots 
in the third growth stage vere 29,1 percent and 25.3 percent, re-
spectively. These were significantly different at the 1 perc~nt level. 
Soil moisture differences 1n the second growth stage had no appreciable 
effect upon maturit,r. 
Ear counts were ·taken on all plots harvested. These data, present-
ed in table 10, are averages of four replications, 
Table 10, Ear counts of corn harvested from plots receiving various 
moisture treatment&. Data indicate number of ears harvested 
per 6o feet of row 
Treatment Number Treatment Number 
No, of Ears No. of Ears 
1 55 s 47 
2 55 6 51 
3 55 7 52 
4 50 8 45 
The differences between treatments in n\DDber of ears harvested 
were slight and proved to be insigni!ieant in an analysis of variance. 
Shelling percentages were likewise unaffected by soil moisture 
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treatment at the three stages of growth involved, according to an 
analysis of variance. A tendency was shown for grain harvested from 
treatments one to four to have a slightly higher percentage, however. 
The shelling percentage data are presented in table 11. Each figure 
is an average of four replications. 
Table 11. Shelling percentage of corn from 1952 field experiment with 
variously treated moisture plots 
Treatment Shell1ng Treatlllent Shelling 
No . Percentage No, Percenta&e 
1 84.6 5 83.1 
2 84.6 6 83.8 
3 85.0 7 83.4 
4 84.4 8 8.3.2 
Yields from each plo.t were calculated and are :presented as bushels 
per acre of shelled corn at 15 percent moisture. Yield calculations 
are based on an assumed shelling percentage of 80. Thus, 70 pounds of 
ear corn is equal to 56 pounds of shelled corn. Since the overall 
shelling percentage of corn !rom this experiment was 84, the yields 
shown may be as much as 5 percent below actual yields of shelled corn. 
Yields obtained from this experiment a~ presented in table 12. 
This t able is divided into two parts. Yields are shown by individual 
treatment on the left. On the right the treatments are grouped to show 
the effect of moisture level in each growth stage without regard to 
treatment in the other two stages o! growth. Yields shown for each in-
dividual treatment are averages of four . replications. Each replication 
includes two sub-plot samplings in each plot. 
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Table 12. Yields 1n bushels of shelled corn at 15 percent moisture 
as affected by ~oil moisture treatment at Tarious growth 
stages. Redfield field experiment, 1952 
S\age at 
Treatment Corn which moiB\ure Moisture 'l'reatmenh Average 
No. produced level was level grouped. for Yield 
buJacre imposed C!J!PSl"leOn 
1 M M M 101.5 Sta«e 1 M 1, 2, J, 4 96.6 
2 M M 0 95.9 0 5. 6, ?. 8 66.0 
.3 M 0 M 1oo.o 
4 M 0 0 89.1 St.~ 2 M 1, 2, 5. 6 82.5 
5 0 M M 58.2 0 .3. 4, ?. 8 80.1 
6 0 M 0 74.6 
7 0 0 M 67.5 Sta&e ) M 1, J, s. 7 81.6 
8 0 0 0 6).8 0 2, 4, 6, 6 80.9 
L. s. D. (.05): 22.6 L. s. D. ( .05) e 11.) 
The mean square for treatment was found to be significant at the 
1 ?ercent level, 1n a statistical analysis of these yield data. In 
breaking this down to 1nd1 vidual degrees of freedom, the source of 
variation va• found largely due to differences between mohture treat-
ment in stage one. As can be"eeen in table 12, moisture differences 
in etagea two and three had very U ttle effect on y-lelds produeed. 'l'he 
replication X treatment interaction was also significant. 'l'he anal..yaie 
shoved no significant difference between samples taken at the top of the 
row and thoae from the bottom. 
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!fable 1). r values from analyeb of Yarlance of data t7om field corn 
experiment 
:Brown silk :Mlaber Shelllll8 Grain 
Source of Variance D. 'f. CoUl'lte J:ara Maturity Percen\- Yield 
AUSW!t 6 Ra.rTesW. H! 
!reatment '7 4.o8•• 1.08 5.:34*• 0.92 5.09•• 
Moisture level in 
Stage 1 1 25.6)• 1.69 25.14*• 0.11 :31.70•• 
Stage 2 1 .19 1.85 o.oo 0.20 
Stage J l .28 9.1:;•• 0.68 o.o; 
Repl1eat1one :3 1.91 .31 1.6o J.BJ• 2.82 
Rep. X Treat. 
(Error A) 21 :;.oo•• J.l:;•• 6.15•• 
Poe1Uon 1 .o6 0.79 o.oe 
Treat. X Position '7 1.77 O.S2 2.)1 
• Significant at the .05 leTel. 
•• S1gn1f1'C&nt at the .01 leYel. 
Figure 2. Comparison of yield obtained from treatments 4 (left) 
and 5 (right) 1n field experiment. 
Figure 2 illustrates a plot yield of treatment 4 (left) vhich 
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received adequate moisture supply until the time of silk browning. In 
comparison 1s the yield of a plot receh1.ng treatment S (right) in which 
the crop vas depriTed ' of adequate moisture suppl1 from the time of 
tasseling to the time most plots had reached the silk browning s~e. 
The corn in treatment 5 vas slightly delqed in maturity and much or it 
was incompletely pollinated. The ears vere generall7 quite small in 
comparison to treatment 4. Some of the kernels near the ends of the 
ears harvested fl"om tl"eatment 4 wel"e somewhat shrunken. 
Figure 3. Comparison of yield obtained from treatments 1 (left) 
and 7 (right) in field experiment. 
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Yield produced from treatment 1, Yhieh had adequate moisture 
throughout the growing season, is illustrated in figure 3 (left). The 
yield of treatment 7 (right) vas depr1Ted of a readil)" available moisture 
supp]7 t'rom the time of taeaeling until most plots had reached the early 
roasting ear stage. Not only did lt.:nl ted moisture supp]¥ in treatment 
7 reduce ;yield, but caused a delay in maturity as vell •. 
!he correlation coefficient wae de~rmined relating treatment yields 
1n each replication to the brown silk count of August 6 in the correspond-
ing plots. A Tery close correlation was found. The correlation co-
efficient was o.844 which ia highly significant for the 32 pairs of 
samples tee\ed. 
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A close negat1Te correlation axis~ between the brown e1lk count 
and moieture content of \he ear corn at harYest time. The correlation 
coefficient wae - o.622. which is highly •1gn1!1cant. 
METHODS AND RESULTS OF GREENHOUSE EXPERIJ.ml'l' 
Ext>erimenW l2lAn. ~ procod.uro 
Jl 
A greenhouse pot experiment was set up 1n the Agronomy Department 
Greenhouse at South Dakota State College in Brookings. The purpose of 
this experiment and the objectives to be reached were similar to those 
of the !ield etudy a.t Redfield. The moisture supply in this experiment, 
however, could be more closely regulated. The various levels could be 
imposed at a.n earlier stage o! growth ~ vas possible in the field 
experiment. Thus, it vas possible to observe the effect of limited 
moisture supply in the growth period preceding tasseling. 
In the greenhouse experiment three physiological stages were 
chosen: (1) seedling to tasseling; (2) tasseling to early roasting 
ear s~e: and (J) early roasting ear stage to maturity. 'l'he time o! 
imposing the second and third growth stages was determined by the 
development of those plants which had received high moisture treatment 
from the beginning of the experiment. The retarding e!feets of the low 
mohture supply' made this neceasary. 
Two moisture regimes were maintained as in the field experiment. 
Under "M". or high moisture level, soil moisture in the pot was main-
tained at a etresa of less than tvo atmospheres. UDder "O", or lov 
moisture content, soil moisture tension was allowed to reach approxi-
mately 10 atmospheres before the soil received irrigation. 
'l'he treatment designations were the same as those uaed in the 
field experiment shown in tabla 6. The eight treatments were replicated 
five times. The pots ware sat out on the greenhouse bench in a 
)2 
randomized block design, four pots across the table. Each replication 
vae two pots deep and the fifth replication vas set across the end. · 
All pots were re-randomhed tYice thro'D&h the duration of the experiment 
to minimise errore due to position. 
. 
!he aoil for the experiment was broU&ht from Ule Redfield Farm 
from the same field on which the field experiment vas conducted. The 
soil vas paesed through a one-half tnch ecreen, mixed and placed 1n 
J gallon pots w1 th 11 ldlograms of dey soil per pot. 
Temperature in . the greenhouse was maintained at about 72Gy. through-
out the experiment. The normal da;y length was about 10 houra • 
.Addl tlonal 11gbt1ng wa.a wpplled by four 150-vatt reflector flood 
lamps. 'l'hese lighh were turned on from 10:)0 P.M. ~ J:JO A.M. 
dal]Jr. Circulation of air YaB increased by the use of an electric fan. 
SUfficient water (2700 ml.) was added to each pot to vet all the 
soil 1n the pot to about 25 percent moisture. Soil moisture was 
maintained near this level until the plants were about six inches tall. 
Sokota 224 eybrid corn vas planted on September 29, 1952, with 
five kernels per pot. The stand was later thinned to three plants per 
pot. 
• The moisture differential for stage 1 was imposed on October 17. 
~ December 6 moat plants in high moisture pots were \a.sseling so the 
•o1eture regime of the second a~e was imposed. Treaaents wre con-
sidered tasseling vben tvo of the three plants in the pots had taeeels 
ebowin8. Moisture condt tion1 of the third a\age vera i11p0aed on 
Decan'ber JO. 
' Soil aoiature vas measured b7 means of eylon electrical resistance 
unite (5) placed at a depth of alx lnchea. Depth of Ule eoil in \he 
JJ 
pot was about ten inchea. The resistance units were placed in 25 of 
the 4o pots. The uni h had been e&librated, using a aeple of the same 
soil as uaed in the experiment, by means of the preesure membrane 
apparatus (28). A ourTe wae constructed relating electrical resistance 
to soil moisture tension. 
After the initial application of 2.? liters of water, one liter or 
oceaaionally two litera were applied per irrigation. The amount of 
water ap9lied to each treatment and the at88e of growth in which 1 t was 
applied are presented in table 14. Figures are aTeragee of fiTe repli-
cations. In no treatment did the total ap~lication vary between repli-
cations from the aTerage by more than tvo litera. 
Table 14. ATerage water applications ~er culture to Tarioua moieture 
treatments in greenhouee corn experiment 
'l'reatment 
1 M M M 
2 M M 0 
3 M 0 M 
4 M 0 0 
5 0 M M 
6 0 M 0 
7 0 0 M 
8 0 0 0 
StaRe at which water wae &:!2J2l1ed 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Sta«e J 
Germ in- Seedlin& Tauellng Roa11ting 
c.tion to to to ear to 
Seedlin« taseellng roat~Ung ear maturiV 
liter• 11 ter11 liters liters 
J.7 13.5 n.o 8.o 
3.7 13.5 u.o 4.o 
J.? 13.5 6.0 5.2 
3.7 13.5 6.0 4.0 
J.? 4.0 6.5 4.6 
3.? 4.0 6.5 2.0 
3.7 4.0 3.0 5.8 
J.? 4.0 3.0 2.0 
Appli-
cation 
11 tera 
36.2 
J2.2 
28.4 
27.2 
18.8 
16.2 
16.5 
12.7 
Periodic measurements on plant growth were made and recorda vere 
. ' 
kept on tasseling and silldng. All pots were harvested on January 17, 
1953. Data on both stover and grain yields were obtained. 
Results 
Percentage germination of the corn seed vas high and plants grew 
uniformly until October 17 when the moisture differential was imposed. 
'!'his was 20 days after planting. 
Growth of the plan\s receiTing low moisture treatment was somewhat 
retarded. Some wilting occurred during the day when the time for 
irrigation was approached, and the coil of new leaves seemed unable to 
open properly. The appearance of plants subJected to the two moiature 
levels is illustra\ed in figures 4 and 5. These photographs were \aken 
at the time the moisture conditions of the second stage were imposed. 
When moisture supply was depleted in treatments 3 and 4 at the 
onset of the second stage, the tassels stopped ehedding pollen and died 
back. and silks stopped developing and died. These effecb appeared 
before the plant showed signs of wilting or of otherwise suffering from 
lack of molature. This bore out obaerTations made on the field ex-
periment. 
Although growth was resumed to a limited degree on treatments 5 
and 6 at the onset of stage 2, complete recovery was not affected. 
The plants had been permanently stunted in growth and condderably re-
\&rded in deT&lopment. 
darkened and 8hrunken. 
was shed. 
When the tassels appeared they were usual~ 
Complete sterility wae assumed since no pollen 
When water vas again tntpplied to treatment 3 at the beginning of 
the third stage, lt wa• not eftecUTe in restoring growth. Plante in 
treatment 1 reacted to increased moisture supply at the onset of ata8e 
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Figure 4. Appearance of moisture treatments l (high moisture) and 
.5 (low moisture) at end of ata€e 1, December .5, 19.52. 
Figm-e 5. Appearance ot treatment 5 at end of at88e 1, 1llus-
tratin€ stunted growth and weak stalks due to low 
mohture supply. December .5, 19.52. 
J6 
J in much the same way as they did in trea t ment 5 and 6 in the second 
stage. Some plants tasseled. but the tassels were completelY sterile. 
High moisture on treatment 5 in stage J gave the plants very 
little advantage over those of treatment 6 Which had low moisture. 
In table 15 are presented growth measursments of the plants re-
calving various moisture treatments. The first measurement was made 
near the end of the first s\a&e. '!'he second and third measurements 
Table 15. Over-all and leaf-tip measu.remente of corn grown in green-
house pots with various moisture treatments. Heights are 
in inches 
1 ov, 14 Dec 1 10 Dec 1 20 Jan• lZ 
Trea t- Over- Over- Leaf. OVer- Leaf- Over- Leaf-
ment all all tip all tip all tin 
1 46 46 55 48 56 47 57 
2 46 48 56 50 58 48 58 
J 43 39 51 )8 52 38 .52 
4 44 43 53 41 53 41 53 
5 27 19 34 26 36 27 J6 
6 25 18 33 26 37 26 36 
7 27 19 33 20 34 21 33 
8 26 17 33 19 35 19 34 
were made during the second stage and the last at harTest time. The 
over-all height measurement is from the soil surface to the uppermost 
point of the plant as 1 t stands naturally. The leaf-tip measurement 
is from the soil surface to the tips of the leaves as they are extended 
to their full length upward. }.'featrurements are the averages of all 
plants in each treatment in the experiment. Thus. each figure represents 
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15 individual mea surements. 
Silking, t asseling and ear development data are presented in 
table 16. Counts of silks, tassels and ears are total for the 15 
plants in each treatment. Data were taken until harvest time. 
Table 16. Tassel and silk development on various moisture treatments. 
Counts are of 15 plants in each treatment 
Total No. of % of No. of No. of ears 
Treatment No. Sterile Sterile Plant a with grain 
No, Tassels Tassels Tassels with Silks at Harvest 
1 15 1 6 15 1.5 
2 15 0 0 15 14 
.3 14 5 J6 lJ 0 
4 14 2 14 14 3 
s 12 10 83 12 0 
6 10 9 90 5 1 
7 9 9 100 4 0 
8 4 4 100 3 0 
All plants were harvested January 17. Both stover and ear yields 
were recorded, The grain was undeveloped on many ears, The ear weights 
were recorded, since they are a good indication of plant development. 
Corn grain produced was also determined and shelling percentages 
calculated, Shell1ng percentages are Bhown in table 17. They were 
calculated by dividing the total weight of shelled corn produced on all 
replications of the treatment X 100 by the weight of ear corn produced. 
The ear data are presented in t able 17. Weights are in grams per pot 
and are averages of the five replications, 
The striking ear yield differences were due largely to the degree 
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of development of the ears as were the weights of shelled corn. The 
moisture percentage of the ear corn a lso illustrated the effects of 
moisture supply. ~specially notable was the maturing effect of reduced 
moisture supply from early roasting ear stage to harvest (treatment 2). 
Table 17. Data on ears harvested from various moisture treatments in 
greenhouse corn experiment 
Dry ear Fiducial Moisture Wt. shelled 
Trea t- weights at interval content of corn Shelling 
ment harvest for ear ear corn percentage 
~ams wei~hts % ~rams 
1 55.8 26.1 57.2 43.4 77.9 
2 .54.5 7 • .3 37.5 39.9 73.3 
3 5.5 2.6 85.2 o.o• o.o 
4 4.0 o.a 84. 9 0.3 8.3 
.5 3.7 2.9 86.9 o.o o.o 
6 1.1 1. 6 86.J o.1 11 .9 
7 0.9 1.5 89.6 o.o o.o 
8 o.o6 0.2 9?..0 o. o o.o 
• No kernels produced. 
The differences in development of ears under the various moisture 
trea tments are illustrated in figure 6. These photographs were taken 
at harvest time. The cards on which the numbers appear are approximately 
one inch high. 
The differences in ear corn yield within trea t ments between repli-
cations were small. A statistical analy is of the ear we i ght data bears 
this out. Treatment differences , on t he other hand , were found to be 
highly signi f icant (table 19). An L. s. D. of 10. 0 was calculated for 
the treatment means. This L. s. D. was considered inadequate for testing 
Figure 6. Condition of ears harvested from various 
moisture treatments as indicated, of green-
house corn experiment. January 17, 1953. 
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the treatment differences, since the yields of the Yarioue treatments 
were of a different order of magnitude, The fiducial interval (32) 
was calculated !or each treatment. This interval calculated at the 
S percent level is given in column 2 of table 17. 
Stover yields were taken on all pots and are shown in table 18. 
Yields were calculated on a dr,y weight basis. 
Table 18. Dry stover yields of greenhouse corn experiment. Data are 
averages of five replications 
Treatment Plant Wt., Treatment Plant Wt., 
No, grams No, grams 
1 100 s 48 
2 89 6 37 
3 91 7 35 
4 92 8 26 
Table 19. F values from analysis of variance of data from greenhouse 
corn experiment 
Source of Variance D. F. F..ar Yields Stover Yields 
Treatments 7 5o.s•• 42.6 
Moisture level in 
Stage 1 1 5.58• 285.o•• 
Sta&e 2 l 4.73• 4.6• 
Stage 3 l 0.016 5.0• 
Replication 4 1.31 1,1) 
• Significant at the ,05 level • 
•• Significant at the .01 level. 
Statistical analysis of the data shows a highly significant 
difference between treatments. The I. s. D. tor treatments at the 
.05 le~el vaa calculated to be 14. Comparisons made between yields 
due to moisture differences at the three stages of growth shoved that 
low moisture in each stage caused a significant reduction in yield 
(see table 19). 
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Correlations between stover yield and plant at the time of harTest 
were deterained. Both over-all and leaf-tip heights ahoved a high 
correlation with plant weight. The correlation coefficients for over-
all height and leaf-tip height were 0.944 and 0.972. respectively. 
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DISCUSSION 
An examination of the da~ in \able 8 above eome inconsistene,y 
in the mature silk counts. The variability between replication• of 
the high moiature plots was alight. There vas, on the other band, 
considerable ~lability in mature silk counts between the repli-
cation& of the low moisture treatments. This ~riability was attribut-
ed to a moisture gradient in the field on which the experiment wae 
conducted. The soil mohture gradient waa mde eTident aleo in differ-
ences in growth between plote. The plante in the low moieture treat-
menta of replication 2 were coneiderably stunted in growth by August 6. 
In the other extreme these same treatments shoved litUe or no Tiaible 
effects of moieture etreas in replication 4. 
These differences resulting from the field moisture gradient 
carried through the growing season and showed up aa a replication X 
treatment interaction. The analyais of variance on grain yields, 
ma.turi ty and number of ears harTeated, shoved 'this interaction to be 
significant. This interaction v.as also au~ported by close correlation 
between grain yields and brown silk counts, and by the negative corre-
lation between moisture content of the ear at harTeet and brovn silk 
counts. 
The data from the field experiment indieate that if the corn 
plant has adequate moiature supply until the gl'ain is in the early 
roasting ear stage, soil moisture depletion thereafter will not retard 
maturity, nor will yields be appreciably depresaed b,y aueh depletion. 
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'!'his is in agreement with the findings of Robins and Domingo (29). 
Although the September J irrigation increased the moisture content 
of the ear corn, or rather retarded drying, it had no effect on the 
grain yield. 
Ear counts, according to the analysis of variance, were une.f'feet-
ed by moisture treatment. Rovever, a replication X treatment inter-
action appeared, as a result of the initial moisture gradient in the 
field. 
In running the analysis of variance on the moisture content of 
ear corn data and on the shelling percentage data, a transformation vaa 
used, as well as the conventional analysis. ~e transformation used 
is described by Snedecor (32) and converts percen\a€es into angles 
(Angle: arc sin Vpercenta€8). The F values resulting from the two 
methods of analyds differed only slightly. The F values derived in 
the analysis of the transformed data are those presented in table 13. 
The grain yields in the field experiment were closely correlated 
with the number of browned silks as of August 6. ~s correlation and 
the indication that yields were largely determined by the soil moisture 
level in the first stage, is in 881'f)8ment w1 th the findings of other 
investigators (25, 29). The stage of de-velO}IIlent in which readily 
available soil moiature is most cr1 tical is during the period of pollen 
shedding and fertilization. 
f.foisture supply was controlled more closely 1n the greenhouse than 
was possible in the field experiment. As a. result the growth 1n the 
low moisture po\e was more severely curtailed than in the low moisture 
plots of the field experiment, and at an earlier period of developnent. 
When moisture eupply vas deplehd. in the pots, top growth and 
denlopment eaaentlal.lJr stopped. Growth 1n height of the plant was 
large:cy detemlned. by the moisture euppl.J' 1n the ear~ atagea. !hua, 
treatment& five and au resumed gronh only to a 11m1 ted degree when 
abundant molaW-re vaa lltade aTallable alter Decem~r 6. DsTelopaent 
was reliUIDed to a lW ~d extent, hoveTer, but vas retarded and the 
taseels were acralfttT, aterile and darlamed. Some es.ra, although ex-
tremely retarded., mq have d.tn'eloped. ma.\ure grain if given su!ficlent 
time (see treatment .5 1n fi«are 6). !he apparent discrepancy between 
\he effects of treatmen\ .5 in the field experiment and the same treat-
ment in the greenhouse experiment can be attributed to the difference 
in drought aenri v. .Aa haa been oent1oned, the growth and developaent 
eaaent1s.lly stopped 1n the greenhouse when moisture vaa depleted. The 
drought cond1 t ion vas not so extreme in the field experiment, nor vas 
7leld aa mar~ reduced. 
In the greenbouae experiment 1 t vae noted that when moisture 
eupply was depleted, \he ~ssel and silk de~lopnent 11ere severel7 
~ected before .\he plant showed a.rq other Tidble effects of drought. 
'lhe corn grain at the upper end of the ear failed to fill 
proper]¥ on some plots tn the field uperiment. A a1.milar condition 
has sometimes been attribu\ed to, or assoclated w1 th a pots.seilllll deo-
tlaieney (JJ). It ta said to be due to iron aecumulatlona which clog 
\he flbro"t'aaeul.ar bundles at the node a, thu.a pravenUng proper trans-
location of zrutrienta aM. water. !his cond1 tion of shrunken, chaff7 
kernels aesecl to be more prtmalent on treatment 4 where moisture 
suppl7 was ltmited in the aecmld and \hird s~a o! growth and waa 
a\tributed to this l.&ck of moisture auppl7 rather than to any nutrient 
lllba.l.ance. 
SeTeral effects of 11m1 ted moisture eupp~ on oorn at "f'al1.ou. 
atagee of growth haTe been falrl7 well eskbllehed (2.1, 2.5, 29, )1). 
In order to gerainate, com seed mutt aUain a ao1ature content 
of about J0..5 perOClt. !he soil in lfhtoh it ia gensinaW JmSt ban 
a moisture \anaion of net more than 12.5 atmospheres (17). 
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Indications are \bat ~ effects of U.m ted moisture supp:cy- ln 
the earq stages of crowth will be to stunt the growth of the corn 
plant. ..U~ the plant IDII1' not <JTercome the atunt1Dc ef"fect, it 
mq C01ltimae to deTelep and produce pollen and grain when the moiaW-re 
aupp~ is repleniahed if the drout;bt baa not been too Hftre. !be 
matur1 ty vill be delqed aomewbat, howeTer, and the 71eld aa.evhat ·r.-
duced. This ~a with the f1nd1nga of nesael'M.ch (21), but fails 
to eupport B1P1mann '1 con aU tution theor;y ( J}. 
If ~t oceare at the time of ta.aael1ng and fertilization, 
the taaael and silk will be the first to sutter. If 'mo1sture depletion 
occurs early' in this perlod before the silk appears, ths ailk will be 
delqed. If the va\er def1c1eJlCT is severe, the deTeloping ailk will 
die back. A new ear ma;y be produced to replace the dead one i~ the 
dro~t condi tlon is &llmated. 
High soil moisture tendon occurrlng after pollination has been 
completed JDaY' cause the grain near the upper end of the ear to ahrlnk. 
!he grain vlll ahr1nk on the ear and become chatty if the water U.. 
pleUon is more aeTere. 
!an will be more qu1cltq •cured• to the desired moistU!'e oontent 
for picldng 1f the .. tlaolature supply ia allove(l to be depleW. atter 
eara are fully deTeloped. Irr1t;at1on after A11gu.at 20 b&atened \he 
matur1 ty v1 th no mea.surable effects upon yields 1n the field experillen\ 
here repor\ed. Moisture depletion in stage 3 of the greenhouse ~ 
per1ment considerably' reduced the moisture content of the ears 
produced in treatment 2 with no 111 effects Upon dry matter yield. 
!·iany questions still rem&in concerning the effects of soil 
moisture deplat1on on corn growth and deTelopnent. 'lhe 11m1 tation• 
of the etudiee reported in this paper are recognized. More aceura\e 
soil moisture measurement in relation to the corn plant 1e dea1ra.ble. 
More information ia aleo needed. regarding the degree of a'VBilab1Uv 
of the soil moiature and its effect at Tarious short periods of 
growth. Nutrient balance in relation to short periods of d.rollgb' 
also needs some further study. 
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SUMMABY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two experiments were conducted on Beotia silt loam soil using 
}Vbrid corn. 
A field e:xperlmen t was conducted near Redfield, South Iakota. 
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Tvo soil moitture regime• ware maintained in combination vi th \hree 
~dolog1cal growth stages. High soil moiature tension ma1nt&ined 
from \assellng until the brown allk stage resulted in retarded plant 
deTeloJII!lent. !hua maturi v was delqed and yields were reduced. 
The da\a shoved no t~ign1f1cant Yariation resulting from high 
soil moisture tension maintained between pollination and early roast-
ing ear s~e. High soil mo1ature tension maintained from early 
roasting ear s\age to maturt ty hastened matur1 ty, but had no sta.t1st1o-
ally significant effect on e1 ther yield, shelling percentage, or the 
n'UIIlber of ears harTes'-<1. 
Tvo moisture regimes were imposed at three 1\agee of growth in 
a greenhouse 8%per1ment, Theae growth s~s were seedllng to \aeael-
ing, \assellng to ear~ roastin& ear stage, and early roasting ear 
s \a.&9 to .ma turi t.T. 
The effects of high ao11 mohture tension at all. stage• of growth 
were more pronounced ln the greenhouse than comparable trea'-nents in 
the field. 
Moisture leTel ln the first 1tage of growth was more influential 
in detend.ning plant growth and deTelopment than in a:q other 1\age. 
Htgh soil moisture tension ln the first stage decidedly stunted growth 
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and 1nterrup'-d the plant's dnelop111ent beyond recOTery. R1l;h soil 
moisture tension in each o! the second and third growth stagee brought 
about addit1Te reductions in staTer and ear yields. Moieture depletion 
in the third stace hastened maturiv but had no algnificant effect on 
Tield of ears vhen the ears were Yell developed at the onset of this 
etage. 
It appeare eT1dent that moisture limitations during some grow\h 
a~a affect the deTelOlJDent of corn different}3' than at other ·~•· 
!he effects of 11m ted moieture npply' in the ear]J" growth stsgee are 
to limit growth and retard deTelopment. It drought ia eeTere at the 
time of tassellng and silk deTelax:ment, the \aeeele me:r become sterile 
and silks will die. Thus, grain yields are 111111. ted. Ears mq- be 
smaller and kernels ~ be incompletelY filled if moisture becomes 
11mUin8 after fertilization 1a cOiq)lete. If drought occure after 
kernels are filled, maturity aq be sligb.t]J" hastened bT this lack of 
water. 
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